
MFL Curriculum Information (French, Spanish, Gujarati)  

Year 7 French 

 
Topic(s) 
Autumn 1: Alphabet and numbers, Greetings, days of the week and months, age and              
birthdays, Pets/animals, School equipment 
Autumn 2: Brothers and sisters, Family members, Personality, Physical description 
Spring 1: Sports, Leisure activities, Opinions, Time expressions, Negative Form,          
Comparatives 
Spring 2: where you live, Places in town, Home 
Summer 1: Drinks, Food, Meals and mealtimes, Shopping, quantities and prices 
Summer 2: Time, Weather, Film project 
 
How do you assess the learning?  
Formative assessment: this is regular learning checks which take place throughout lessons and             
sometimes at the end of a lesson. The teacher will do quick tests in any of the skills; speaking,                   
listening, reading or writing or vocabulary tests to see how much students know in order to                
prepare the following lesson to fill in the gaps where students have not understood new               
concepts. Students receive feedback which is either verbal or written in their books. Students              
will need to use ‘DIRT’ (dedicated reflection and improvement time) to work on any written               
feedback the student receives. 
Summative assessments: At the end of every half term, the students are given either a written                
or spoken task which allows them to demonstrate using all the new language. This is usually a                 
comprehension task and a translation task and a longer written paragraph. For speaking, it              
may include a short role play where they reuse phrases learnt or a presentation on one of the                  
topics unaided. 
 

End of Year Examination 
How will I be assessed at the end of the year? 
Listening - approximately 15 minutes usually in the class with the class teacher 
 
Students will sit an exam in the hall for: 
Reading - approximately 20 minutes - marked with a percentage 
Writing - approximately 25 minutes - marked as a 9 - 1 GCSE grade (the expectation is for                  
year 7 students to perform at a grade 2) 
Speaking - role play and short conversation during a lesson assessed by a teacher, marked               
as a 9 - 1 GCSE grade (the expectation is for year 7 students to perform at a grade 2) 
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How can I help my child? 
Guidance and advice 
Ensure your child practices French EVERY DAY! otherwise it will be easily forgotten. It is like                
playing an instrument, ‘practice makes perfect’ and it must be the case for French as well. 
Encourage your child to use the following websites, any passwords will be available from              
your child’s class teacher: 

● Linguascope 
● Quizlet 
● Doddle 
● Teachit Languages 
● Youtube 
● GCSE Pod 
● Kerboodle 
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Year 8 French 

 
Topic(s) 
Autumn term 1: Introduce yourself; say where you live, what languages you speak, your              
nationality, Describe your favourite possession, Describe personality, Name family         
members, say who you live with and what they are like. 
Autumn Term 2: Give opinions of school subjects, Talk about friends and say how long               
you’ve known them, Talk in detail about home and family; compare yourself now with              
how you used to be, Talk about school and where you live; name different places to live,                 
Talk about leisure activities and personal possessions 
Spring term 1: Talk about domestic pets, wild animals and farm animals, Describe             
animals using colours and other adjectives, Say what you eat and drink at different              
mealtimes, Give opinions of food and drink; say what you can and can’t eat, Say where                
you like to eat out; order food in a café, Talk about food specialities and art 
Spring term 2: Say what places there are in a town; describe a town, Say what you can do                   
at different places, Ask for and give directions 
Summer term 1: Arrange to go out and where to meet, Identify and describe the location                
of places on a map, Talk about clothes and say what style you like and what you wear on                   
different occasions, Say when/how often you do activities 
Summer term 2: Talk about weekend activities, music preferences and national events,            
Talk about usual holidays and preferred holidays, Talk about items you take on holiday,              
Talk about your ideal holiday, Describe a past holiday, where you went and what you did 
 
How do you assess the learning?  
Formative assessment: this is regular learning checks which take place throughout lessons and             
sometimes at the end of a lesson. The teacher will do quick tests in any of the skills; speaking,                   
listening, reading or writing or vocabulary tests to see how much students know in order to                
prepare the following lesson to fill in the gaps where students have not understood new               
concepts. Students receive feedback which is either verbal or written in their books. Students              
will need to use ‘DIRT’ (dedicated reflection and improvement time) to work on any written               
feedback the student receives. 
Summative assessments: At the end of every half term, the students are given either a written                
or spoken task which allows them to demonstrate using all the new language. This is usually a                 
comprehension task and a translation task and a longer written paragraph. For speaking, it              
may include a short role play where they reuse phrases learnt or a presentation on one of the                  
topics unaided. 
 

 

End of Year Examination 
How will I be assessed at the end of the year? 
Reading and writing end of year examination during exam week. Additional skills will be              
tested in lessons.  
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How can I help my child? 
Guidance and advice 
Assist your child with regular revision and practice of new vocabulary learnt in class.  
Encourage your child to use the following websites, any passwords will be available from              
your child’s class teacher: 
Linguascope 
Quizlet 
Doddle 
Teachit Languages 
Youtube 
GCSE Pod 
Kerboodle 
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Year 9 French 

 
Topic(s) 
Autumn term 1: Myself: descriptions, nationality, languages I speak, My favourite           
possession, My friends and how I long I have known them, French speaking regions,              
Leisure activities and personal possessions, Different places to live 
Autumn term 2: Places in town; description of towns, What you can do at different               
places, Ask for and give directions, Arrange to go out and where to meet, Identify and                
describe locations on a map, Festivals, Leisure activities and active holidays 
Spring term 1: Usual and preferred holidays, Items you take on holiday, Your ideal              
holiday, Past holiday, where you went and what you did  
Spring term 2: Winter/summer sports, Parts of the body/sports injuries, Sports           
personalities/sports events, Leisure activities: when and how often, Weekend activities,          
National events 
Summer term 1: Personal relationships, Communicating online, Advantages and         
disadvantages of mobile technology, Television, music and films, Different cuisines and           
eating out 
Summer term 2: Celebrations, How we celebrate, Film project: Les choristes 
 
How do you assess the learning?  
Formative assessment: this is regular learning checks which take place throughout lessons and             
sometimes at the end of a lesson. The teacher will do quick tests in any of the skills; speaking,                   
listening, reading or writing or vocabulary tests to see how much students know in order to                
prepare the following lesson to fill in the gaps where students have not understood new               
concepts. Students receive feedback which is either verbal or written in their books. Students              
will need to use ‘DIRT’ (dedicated reflection and improvement time) to work on any written               
feedback the student receives. 
Summative assessments: At the end of every half term, the students are given either a written                
or spoken task which allows them to demonstrate using all the new language. This is usually a                 
comprehension task and a translation task and a longer written paragraph. For speaking, it              
may include a short role play where they reuse phrases learnt or a presentation on one of the                  
topics unaided. 
 

End of Year Examination 
How will I be assessed at the end of the year? 
Reading and writing end of year examination during exam week. Additional skills will be              
tested in lessons.  
 
 

How can I help my child? 
Guidance and advice 
Assist your child with regular revision and practice of new vocabulary learnt in class.  
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Encourage your child to use the following websites, any passwords will be available from              
your child’s class teacher: 
Linguascope 
Quizlet 
Doddle 
Teachit Languages 
Youtube 
GCSE Pod 
Kerboodle 
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Year 7 Spanish 

 
Topic(s) 
Autumn term 1: ‘Me Presento’ (Presenting myself): you will learn how to start up a               
conversation with another individual entirely in Spanish. 
 
Autumn term 2: ‘Mi Familia’ (My Family): you will learn how to describe where you are                
from, your nationality and that of members of your family, family members, pets, colours              
and descriptions of physical appearance and personality. 
 
Spring term 1: ‘Mi Instituto’ (My School): you will learn how to talk about school;               
subjects and your opinions of them, descriptions of teachers and your opinions, school             
facilities, transportation, meals and the weather. 
 
Spring term 2: ‘Mi Casa’ (My House): you will learn to say and write about different                
types of houses and describe what is inside and outside of them including all furniture               
items. You will give opinions about different types of homes. 
 
Summer term 1: ‘Mi Ciudad’ (My City): you will learn the language to describe a town,                
village and city and locations, places in a town, directions and opinions and verbs related               
to different places in a town. 
 
Summer term 2: ‘Mis Pasatiempos’ (My free time hobbies): you will learn the verbs for               
several types of free time activities in the present tense, frequency of time and some               
more language of opinions. You will also learn how to use another tense - the future                
tense. 
How do you assess the learning?  
Formative assessment: this is regular learning checks which take place throughout           
lessons and sometimes at the end of a lesson. The teacher will do quick tests in any of the                   
skills; speaking, listening, reading or writing or vocabulary tests to see how much             
students know in order to prepare the following lesson to fill in the gaps where students                
have not understood new concepts. Students receive feedback which is either verbal or             
written in their books. Students will need to use ‘DIRT’ (dedicated reflection and             
improvement time) to work on any written feedback the student receives. 
 
Summative assessments: At the end of every half term, the students are given either a               
written or spoken task which allows them to demonstrate using all the new language.              
This is usually a comprehension task and a translation task and a longer written              
paragraph. This will be a SWAT task assessed for the quality of literacy as well. For                
speaking, it may include a short role play where they reuse phrases learnt or a               
presentation on one of the topics unaided. 
Students will also be given a listening or reading assessment which tests how much              
students understand when listening to Spanish and when reading texts. Usually this is             
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comprehension exercises answering questions in both English and Spanish and a           
translation activity. Students are marked with a percentage. 
 

End of Year Examination 
How will I be assessed at the end of the year? 
Listening - approximately 15 minutes usually in the class with the class teacher 
 
Students will sit an exam in the hall for: 
Reading - approximately 20 minutes - marked with a percentage 
Writing - approximately 25 minutes - marked as a 9 - 1 GCSE grade (the expectation is for                  
year 7 students to perform at a grade 2) 
Speaking - role play and short conversation during a lesson assessed by a teacher, marked               
as a 9 - 1 GCSE grade (the expectation is for year 7 students to perform at a grade 2) 
 
 

How can I help my child? 
Guidance and advice from subject on how to help. 
Ensure your child practices Spanish EVERY DAY! otherwise it will be easily forgotten. It is               
like playing an instrument, ‘practice makes perfect’ and it must be the case for Spanish as                
well. 
Encourage your child to use the following websites, any passwords will be available from              
your child’s class teacher: 

● Linguascope 
● Quizlet 
● Doddle 
● Teachit Languages 
● Youtube 
● GCSE Pod 

 

More Able Students 
How do you cater for your More Able students in your faculty? 
  
The more able students are stretched in the following ways: 

● Given the past and or future tenses to new introduced verbs so that they can               
operate at a higher level very early on in the course 

● Given opportunities to teach the class 
● Given access to additional independent learning resources - booklets and online 
● Differentiated home learning tasks such a research of Spanish cultural aspects or            

items of grammar to report back with. 
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Year 8 Spanish 

 
Topic(s) 
UNIT 1: My life 
-Description physical appearance 
-Description personality 
-Describe family and friends 
- Present tense 
 
UNIT 2: Have fun 
-TV programmes 
- Types of movies and music 
- Invite someone to go out 
 
UNIT 3: My holidays 
-Countries vocabulary 
-Where and when have you been? 
-How was your trip? 
-Activities of the trip 
-Past tense 
 
UNIT 4: FOOD 
-Food and drinks in the different meals of the day 
-Quantifiers 
-Restaurant and market dialogue 
 
UNIT  5: FASHION CLOTHES 
- Description of your clothes 
- Adjectives to describe what you wear 
-Agreements: adjectives and nouns 
-Ideal clothes 
-Describe your uniform 
 
UNIT 6:HEALTH 
-Body parts 
-Healthy and unhealthy habits 
-Practice Future Tense 
 
How do you assess the learning?  
Writing exam every half term (SWAT) and one additional exam skill (Reading, Listening or              
Speaking) 
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End of Year Examination 
How will I be assessed at the end of the year? 
The end of year exam will assess the six units in a Writing and Reading exam. 
 
 

How can I help my child? 
Guidance and advice from subject on how to help. 
 Use of Linguascope website and real magazines and leaflets about a specific topic like 
 food or holidays. 
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Year 9 Spanish 

 
Topic(s) 
UNIT 1: MY WORLD 
-Revision of the description of the family 
-Use of the computer in your free time 
-Types of movies, music and tv programmes 
-Free time activities 
-Past tense 
 
UNIT 2: EDUCATION 
-Description of your high school 
-Talk about your subjects and teachers 
- Use of Conditional tense 
-Description of the ideal school 
 
UNIT 3:HEALTH 
-Body parts 
-What does it hurts? 
-Healthy life habits 
-Modal verbs 
-Future tense 
 
UNIT 4:MY POCKET MONEY 
-How to spend your money 
- How to save your money 
-Conditional tense 
-Work and employment 
 
UNIT 5:HOME 
-Description of your house 
-Description of the places in the city 
-Description of your bedroom 
-Prepositions 
 
UNIT 6: MY DAILY LIFE 
-Description of your daily life 
- Culture in South America 
-Environment 
 
 
How do you assess the learning?  
Writing exam every half term (SWAT) and one additional exam skill (Reading, Listening or              
Speaking) 
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End of Year Examination 
How will I be assessed at the end of the year? 
 
The end of year exam will assess the 6 units in a Writing and Reading exam. 
 
 

How can I help my child? 
Guidance and advice from subject on how to help. 
 Use of Linguascope website and real magazines and leaflets about a specific topic like 
 food or holidays. 
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Year 7 Gujarati 

What will be studied? 
Topic(s) 
Greetings, 
Personal information, 
Classroom Language, 
Consonants, 
Vowels, 
Numbers 0-20, 
Days of the week,  
Sentence construction, 
Conjunct Consonants, 
Numbers 21 to 30, 
Pronouns, 
Personal information & family interrogatives, 
Focus on tenses, 
Genders: Masculine, Feminine & Neutral, 
Colours, 
Clothes, 
Numbers 31 to 40, 
Food & Drink, 
Likes and dislikes, 
Names of the birds and animals , 
Singular & Plurals, 
Telling the time & activities around time, 
Rhymes Food & Drink 
How do you assess the learning?  
All students will be assessed with an exam at the end of every term. 
 

End of Year Examination 
How will I be assessed at the end of the year? 
The examination will always be based on Writing in Gujarati, with the addition of one of                
the following skills: Speaking/Reading/Listening. 
The end of year exam will be 50 minutes long. 
It will be assessed and marked by the students Gujarati teacher. 
 

How can I help my child? 
Guidance and advice 
There no text books recommended for Year 7 Gujarati however, the following websites             
are available: 
http://www.letslearngujarati.com/  
https://kids.baps.org/  
http://mavjibhai.com/  

 

http://www.letslearngujarati.com/
https://kids.baps.org/
http://mavjibhai.com/
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Year 8 Gujarati 

What will be studied? 
Topic(s) 
Days of the week, telling the time, daily and weekly routine. Description of theirs and their family                 
members’ daily and weekly routine. 
Food & Drink, healthy eating and drinking. 
Numbers 41 & 50 Health & fitness 
Description of health problems and solutions. 
Different types of houses and homes, furniture items and likes/dislikes. 
Local area 
Place in town 
Description: 
Facilities in local area and around, directions and prepositions. 
Local area 
Place in town 
Description: 
Facilities in local area and around, directions and prepositions. 

Name, type, size & location of school  

 Description: 

Name, type, size & location of school  

School life, subjects, school description 
Describe their school in writing using adjectives and adverbs. Likes and dislikes about each              
subject. 
 
How do you assess the learning?  
All students will be assessed with an exam at the end of every term. 
 

 

End of Year Examination 
How will I be assessed at the end of the year? 
The examination will always be based on Writing in Gujarati, with the addition of one of                
the following skills: Speaking/Reading/Listening. 
The end of year exam will be 50 minutes long. 
It will be assessed and marked by the students Gujarati teacher. 
 

How can I help my child? 
Guidance and advice  
http://www.letslearngujarati.com/ 
https://kids.baps.org/ 
http://mavjibhai.com/ 

 

http://www.letslearngujarati.com/
http://www.letslearngujarati.com/
https://kids.baps.org/
https://kids.baps.org/
http://mavjibhai.com/
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Year 9 Gujarati 

What will be studied? 
Topic(s) 
Types of shops, family shopping,  
Buying food, buying clothes,  shopping lists , 
Family occasion 
festivals and places of worships, 
birthdays, weddings, anniversaries.  
Festivals in Britain and in India.  
Importance of celebration. 
Weather conditions  
weather forecasts  
climate and seasons  
travel and transport  
modes of transport  
local transport   
public transport 
Leisure time  
hobbies  
sport music & musical instruments. 
entertainment activities  
TV radio /computer   
 numbers 81 to 90.  
Home life: address  
 rooms furniture  
daily activities  
jobs around the house 
India and Gujarat location,geographical features 
towns and cities 
main languages of India 
food  
clothes and home life in India  
numbers up to 100 
How do you assess the learning?  
All students will be assessed with an exam at the end of every term. 
 

End of Year Examination 
How will I be assessed at the end of the year? 
What is the format of the examination? How long will the exam be? How will it be                 
assessed/marked?The examination will always be based on Writing in Gujarati, with the            
addition of one of the following skills: Speaking/Reading/Listening.   
The end of year exam will be 50 minutes long.  
 It will be assessed and marked by the students Gujarati teacher. 
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How can I help my child? 
Guidance and advice  
http://www.letslearngujarati.com/ 
https://kids.baps.org/ 
http://mavjibhai.com/ 
WWW.READGUJARATI.COM 
 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.letslearngujarati.com/
http://www.letslearngujarati.com/
https://kids.baps.org/
https://kids.baps.org/
http://mavjibhai.com/
http://www.readgujarati.com/

